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The S1  S0 electronic transition of the N -pyridinium ion (C5H5NH+) is investi-
gated using ultraviolet photodissociation spectroscopy of the bare ion and also the
N2-tagged complex. Gas-phase N -pyridinium ions photodissociate by the loss of
molecular hydrogen (H2) in the photon energy range 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 with
structurally-diagnostic ion-molecule reactions identifying the 2-pyridinylium ion as
the exclusive co-product. The photodissociation action spectra reveal vibronic de-
tails that, with the aid of electronic structure calculations, support the proposal that
dissociation occurs through an intramolecular rearrangement on the ground elec-
tronic state following internal conversion. Quantum chemical calculations are used
to analyze the measured spectra. Most of the vibronic features are attributed to pro-
gressions of totally-symmetric ring deformation modes and out-of-plane modes active
in the isomerization of the planar excited state towards the non-planar excited state
global minimum.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The N -pyridinium ion (C5H5NH+) is the archetype protonated aromatic nitrogen het-
erocycle. Aromatic nitrogen heterocycles are ubiquitous in nature as the building blocks
of biomolecules including the nucleobases and certain amino acid residues. Because photo-
chemistry underlies the function of many biomolecules and can initiate DNA damage and
thus cause disease,1,2 there is significant interest in the ultraviolet photochemistry of aro-
matic heterocycles relevant to biology.3–5 It is postulated that the deactivation of excited
DNA molecules may involve local, ’monomer-like’ processes2 reinforcing the importance of
understanding the photochemistry of the molecular subunits comprising larger biologically-
relevant compounds. As many amino acids may become protonated at physiologically-
relevant pH, and because hydrogen-bonding in the base-pairing process imposes a protona-
tion e↵ect onto the nitrogen atom, insight into the photochemistry of protonated nitrogen
heterocycles aid in understanding biologically-relevant photochemistry. Several recent stud-
ies demonstrate that characterizing the gas-phase quantum dynamics and photochemistry
of isolated biomolecules provides insight into their condensed phase behaviour.2,5–8
Beyond Earth, protonated aromatic compounds are postulated to carry unassigned in-
terstellar absorption bands and it has been suggested that aromatic nitrogen heterocy-
cles are present within interstellar media.9,10 Pyridine derivatives have been detected in
meteorites11,12 and may exist in extraterrestrial atmospheres.13,14 It is also proposed that
nitrogen heterocycles may have been involved in the chemical origin of life.10,15
Given the importance and relevance of protonated aromatic nitrogen heterocycles, it is
perhaps surprising that many of the electronic, spectroscopic and photochemical properties
are not fully understood for the simplest molecule in this class, the N -pyridinium ion.
Neutral (unprotonated) pyridine is planar and well characterized in its ground electronic
state,16–19 when excited to its lowest singlet ⇡⇤  ⇡ electronic state (corresponding to
S2) the planar geometry is destabilized. Like many other small aromatics,20–22 electronically
excited pyridine can access a pathway towards a non-planar, prefulvenic valence isomer along
a coordinate that ultimately couples to the ground electronic state.17,23–25 This behaviour
is a familiar feature in the deactivation of electronically excited aromatics and has been
observed experimentally for pyridine.17,23,26,27 While control over this transformation may
have promising synthetic applications,28 it presents a significant spectroscopic challenge.
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FIG. 1. The N -pyridinium ion photodissociates to form the 2-pyridinylium ion and molecular
hydrogen following ultraviolet excitation in the region 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 (270 – 220 nm).
The rapid and e cient deactivation manifests in fluorescence quenching,8,29–31 short excited
state lifetimes and lifetime-broadened absorption profiles.17,23,32 Intersystem crossing (ISC)
throughout the manifold of singlet and triplet states of both ⇡⇤  ⇡ and ⇡⇤  n character is
also rapid in accordance with El-Sayed’s rules.17,30,33 Furthermore, additional complications
arise due to the overlap of the two lowest ⇡⇤  n states (S1 and S3) and the S2 ⇡⇤  ⇡
electronic band, congesting the absorption spectra.16,17,32
Protonation of pyridine minimally perturbs the ⇡ system while constraining the non-
bonding nitrogen lone pair electrons to the covalent N–H bond. This removes the ⇡⇤  n
states from the electronic manifold. Consequently, the first (and only low-lying) electronic
transition (S1  S0) of the N -pyridinium ion is analogous to the S2  S0 transition in
neutral pyridine and intersystem crossing to T1 (⇡⇤  ⇡) is now spin-orbit forbidden. It
has been shown that, when compared to the S2 state of neutral pyridine, the S1 state of the
N -pyridinium ion is subject to the same rapid and e cient excited state deactivation along
a non-planar coordinate17 and that the absorption spectrum is essentially unshifted.17,32
The positive charge a↵orded by protonation allows the N -pyridinium ion to be inter-
rogated using mass spectrometry-based spectroscopy techniques such as photodissociation
(PD) action spectroscopy and this is the focus of the current paper. A PD action spectrum
of the N -pyridinium ion recorded using a Fourier-Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance (FT-
ICR) mass spectrometer and a series of di↵use light sources was recorded almost four decades
ago.32 This investigation revealed that gas-phase N -pyridinium photodissociates through the
loss of molecular hydrogen (H2) following ultraviolet (UV) excitation. The PD action spec-
trum obtained for this dissociation process exhibited a broad electronic band centered upon
the vapor-phase S2 band of neutral pyridine. However, this spectrum was recorded with a
coarse wavelength increment and no vibronically resolved structure was observed.
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In the present study, the photodissociation and spectroscopy of the N -pyridinium ion
and its C5H5ND+ (d1) and C5D5NH+ (d5) isotopologues are investigated across the pho-
ton energy range 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 (270 – 220 nm) using two di↵erent experimental
arrangements. Consistent with previous studies, the dominant photoproduct is the loss
of molecular hydrogen and the coproduct is investigated using structurally-diagnostic ion-
molecule reaction kinetics and electronic structure calculations, revealing the 2-pyridinylium
ion as the exclusive coproduct (Fig. 1). The spectra recorded in this region reveal a broad
electronic band exhibiting vibronically resolved structure. An electronic spectrum has also
been recorded for N -pyridinium ions tagged with N2 molecules that exhibits more cleanly
resolved vibronic structure. These spectra are analyzed with the aid of comprehensive quan-
tum chemical calculations through which it is shown that the excited state prefers a buckled,
prefulvenic geometry. While totally-symmetric ring-deformation modes prevail in the main
progression, the spectrum is influenced by this non-planar distortion resulting in spectral
fine structure, including a prominent low-frequency doublet, that is superimposed on the
main progressions.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The electronic spectroscopy of the N -pyridinium cation was obtained using two di↵erent
experimental strategies. The first instrument is located at the University of Wollongong and
utilizes a commercial ion trap and a tunable UV laser to acquire photodissociation (PD)
mass spectra of ambient-temperature ions generated by electrospray ionization (ESI).34 The
second instrument, situated at The University of Melbourne, comprises a custom tandem
mass spectrometer that generates and mass selects weakly-bound pyridine–N2 dimers, with
N2 serving as an inert tag molecule, that are irradiated by a counter propagating tunable
UV laser pulse.35 Overviews of both instruments are given here, more detailed descriptions
can be found in the aforementioned references.34,35
A. Ion trap photodissociation action spectroscopy
The first instrument is a linear quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher
Scientific LTQ) coupled to a tunable optical parametric oscillator (OPO) laser system
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(GWU-Lasertechnik flexiScan) pumped by the third harmonic (355 nm) of a 10 Hz, ⇠5 ns
pulsewidth Nd:YAG laser (Spectra-Physics QuantaRay INDI). The linewidth of the OPO
system is 4–11 cm 1 corresponding to a resolution limit of approximately 0.05 nm in the
UV range of interest. [M+H]+ or [M+D]+ cations of pyridine (C5H5N) and d5-pyridine
(C5D5N) were generated by electrospray ionization of methanol (CH3OH) or d1-methanol
(CH3OD) solutions of the precursor. Ions in the quadrupole ion trap (QIT) are expected
to be thermalized to near-ambient temperature (307 ± 1 K)36 through collisions with the
helium bu↵er gas (2.5 ⇥ 10 3 Torr). The target ion m/z is then isolated with all other ions
ejected. A single laser pulse from the tuneable OPO irradiates the trapped ions along the
principal axis of the ion trap. Ions are then scanned out of the QIT and detected to record a
photodissociation mass spectrum. A photodissociation yield is calculated as the ratio of the
photoproduct peak (or peaks) area to the total ion count (TIC). The OPO is then stepped
to the next wavelength (   = 0.1 nm) and the process repeated. The photoproduct yield
is plotted as a function of wavelength to construct the photodissociation action spectrum.
The PD action spectra reported here are the average of three complete spectra using a wave-
length step size of 0.1 nm with ⇠80 mass spectra (30 seconds of acquisition time) averaged
at each wavelength.
Reagent grade pyridine (min. 99%) and HPLC grade methanol (min. 99.7%) was pur-
chased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Methanol-d1 and pyridine-d5 (both 99.5 atom % D)
were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA).
B. Resonance-enhanced photodissociation spectroscopy
The second instrument is a custom-built tandem mass spectrometer that couples to a
tunable OPO laser system (Opotek Vibrant, line-width of ⇠5 cm 1). Gas-phase pyridinium-
N2 complexes were prepared by seeding pyridine into a supersonic expansion of a N2/H2
gas mixture subjected to electron bombardment. N2 was chosen as a tag molecule rather
than the more inert argon atom as the pyridinium ion (C5H5NH+) is isobaric with Ar
+
2
(m/z = 80). The target ion complex was mass-selected by a quadrupole mass filter and
deflected by a 90  quadrupole bender into an octopole ion guide. Here, the C5H5NH+-
N2 ions were irradiated with the counter-propagating light pulse from the OPO. When
the photon energy was resonant with a vibronic transition of the complex, the weak non-
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covalent pyridinium-N2 bond was severed to yield the bare pyridinium ion and the neutral N2
molecule. Following irradiation, the ions pass through a second quadrupole mass filter tuned
to pass the bare pyridinium ion (m/z=80) to the ion detector. This measurement is repeated
at each wavelength. The resulting spectrum reports the photofragment signal as a function
of wavelength. Because the weak pyridinium-N2 intermolecular bond is broken when the
dimer possesses excess thermal energy, and because the interaction between the pyridinium
ion and the N2 molecule is relatively weak, the spectra acquired using this instrument should
approximate the absorption spectrum of the cold pyridinium ion, although the bands will
be shifted due to the attached N2 molecule. It is shown in Section IVB that the N2 tag has
a minor e↵ect on the spectrum and photochemistry of the pyridinium ions.
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
A. Franck-Condon analysis using Cartesian coordinates and CASSCF
electronic-structures
Complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF)37–42 electronic-structure calcula-
tions were performed using the Gaussian 0943 suite. In each case, a Dunning-type44
augmented45,46 correlation-consistent polarized valence double-⇣ (aug-cc-pVDZ) basis set
was used with an active space comprising the six valence ⇡ orbitals (3 occupied, 3 unoccu-
pied) and 6 active electrons. PGOPHER47 7.1 was used to simulate vibronic Franck-Condon
(FC) absorption spectra from the CASSCF geometries and normal modes. The Wilson num-
bering convention for the normal modes of benzene is used to describe the in-plane skeletal
ring deformation modes of the N -pyridinium ion.
B. Franck-Condon analysis using internal coordinates and TD-DFT
electronic-structures
Gaussian 09(c01)43 was used to perform time-dependent density functional theory (TD-
DFT)48–54 electronic structure calculations using the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set44–46 and the
CAM-B3LYP55 functional: a long range-corrected version of the B3LYP hybrid functional.
Because the nuclear displacements between electronic states were large, the normal mode
analysis was conducted in redundant internal coordinates employing a procedure described
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elsewhere.56 Briefly, the force constant (Hessian) matrix was read in from the Gaussian
09 log file using a custom FORTRAN program. The normal modes were transformed to
orthonormal internal coordinates and the Duschinsky rotation matrices were calculated using
the formalism of Reimers.56 The structures of a symmetry-enforced, planar excited state and
the ring-buckled global minimum were projected onto the b1 normal modes of the former. A
potential energy surface was then constructed by the curvilinear interpolation between the
two structures. The eigenvectors were calculated using harmonic normal mode analysis with
a perturbation theory anharmonicity correction and the e↵ective harmonic frequency of the
ground electronic state was determined by calculating the Duschinsky matrix (in rectilinear
coordinates) between the planar excited state and ground state and multiplying it by the b1
displacement vector. As the displacements had been transformed into a normal mode basis,
they were used to directly calculate vibrational overlap integrals and Franck-Condon factors
from which transition electric dipole moments were calculated and the spectrum simulated.
C. Energy Calculations
The energy scheme of the ground state dissociation process was generated using zero
point energy (ZPE)-corrected energies computed using the CBS-QB3 Complete Basis Set
(CBS) method57–64 within the Gaussian 09 software.43
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Photodissociation mass spectrometry and action spectroscopy
(Wollongong experiment)
The PD action spectrum of the pyridinium cation (C5H5NH+) was constructed from PD
mass spectra acquired across the photon energy range 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 (270 – 220
nm). To assist with spectral assignments, equivalent PD action spectra were also acquired
for the C5H5ND+ (d1) and C5D5NH+ (d5) isotopologues. Representative PD mass spectra,
acquired using a photon energy of   = 250 nm, are presented in Fig. 2.
The dominant photodissociation pathway is the even-electron loss of molecular hydrogen
as either H2, HD or D2 according to the deuteration of the precursor cation. As reported by
Freiser and Beauchamp,32 unlabelled pyridinium (m/z = 80) photodissociates by H2 loss to
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FIG. 2. Photodissociation mass spectra (  = 250 nm) of the three N -pyridinium isotopologues: a)
C5H5NH+, b) C5H5ND+ and c) C5D5NH+. The black diamonds indicate ions resulting from the
addition of water (18 Da) to the photoproducts.
form a photoproduct ion atm/z = 78 (Fig. 2a). In this study, them/z = 78 photoproduct ion
population was identified as exclusively the 2-pyridinylium isomer by structurally-diagnostic
ion/molecule reaction kinetics (described in the Supplemental Material,65 Section 3). Singly
deuterated pyridinium (m/z = 81) loses both HD and H2 to yield photoproduct ions at m/z
= 78 and 79 (in a 1:8 ratio) following ultraviolet excitation (Fig. 2b) whereas d5 pyridinium
(m/z = 85) loses HD and D2 to yield m/z = 82 and 81 photoproduct ions in a 2:3 ratio
(Fig. 2c). The distribution of photoproduct isotopologues in Fig. 2 is likely to be a↵ected
by intramolecular hydrogen/deuterium (H/D) scrambling following excitation and preced-
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ing photodissociation. H/D scrambling is a familiar feature of aromatic photoactivation,
often occurring on a microsecond timescale.66,67 Minor peaks corresponding to the addition
of background water occur 18 Da higher in mass than the dominant photoproduct and are
labelled with black diamonds. These water addition signals scale linearly with the photo-
product signals and the action spectra reported herein include these peaks in the calculation
of PD yields. There is also evidence for a minor photodissociation channel consistent with
the loss of HCN (27 Da); the magnified peak corresponding to these ions at m/z = 53, 54
and 58 in Fig. 2a, Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c respectively. This minor peak was not included in the
calculation of PD yields for construction of PD action spectra.
Photodissociation action spectra acquired across the photon energy range 37 000 – 45
000 cm 1 (270 – 220 nm) are presented for the pyridinium d0 and d1 isotopologues in Fig. 3a
and Fig. 3b respectively. The spectra exhibit minor intensity di↵erences but are generally
similar. Both spectra contain a single, vibronically-structured electronic band spanning the
experimental photon energy range. These bands have an onset at around 37 500 cm 1 and
exhibit a sharp feature, labelled A, at 38 530 cm 1 for N -pyridinium-d0 and 38 560 cm 1 for
the d1 isotopologue. This feature is the first member of a doublet with the second member
(labelled B) occurring at A + 90 cm 1. The other intense feature is labelled C and occurs at
A + 260 cm 1. There is also a pronounced low-energy shoulder at A - 100 cm 1, labelled D.
This set of four features is repeated 515 cm 1 higher in energy. It is known from a previous
study of the N -methylpyridinium ion67 and from simulations presented later that this ⇠500
cm 1 spacing corresponds to one quantum of the ⌫6 (Wilson notation) ring-deformation
mode. These eight features (two sets of four peaks) are repeated at least four times at +965
cm 1 intervals and this is rationalized as a progression of the ⌫1 ring-breathing mode with at
least 5 sequential quanta resolved. No significant anharmonicity is measured at four quanta
of excitation (the spacing between consecutive ⌫1 excitations is included in the Supplemental
Material,65 Fig. S1).
The d5 spectrum is included in the Supplemental Material65 (Fig. S2) and also reveals
a single electronic band, although noticeably redshifted and more congested. Most of the
spectral features present in the d0 and d1 spectra persist, but are suppressed, particularly at
the lower energy part of the spectrum. The assignments for the d5 spectrum are less certain
than for the d0 and d1 spectra. The d5 PD action spectrum also exhibits a progression built
upon the ⌫1 mode, however, the frequency is reduced to about 930 cm 1. The 90 cm 1
9
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FIG. 3. Photodissociation action spectra of the a) C5H5NH+ and b) C5H5ND+ N -pyridinium
isotopologues. The normalized yields of the photoproducts in Fig. 2 are plotted as a function of
photon energy and vibrational progressions in the 1B2  1 A1 band are labelled. The insets show
magnified portions of the spectrum around the first four unique spectral features.
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doublet (A) is clearly resolved for the first five n⌫1 bands, however, the n⌫1 +1⌫6 bands are
poorly resolved. The doublet feature is resolved for the 1⌫1+1⌫6 band and is indicated with
a black triangle in Fig. S2. The decreased wavenumber of the progression-building mode is
consistent with its assignment as ⌫1 – deuterating the ring increases the reduced mass of the
deformation. The photodissociation process is discussed in more detail in Section IVD.
To ensure that the observed widths of the spectral features were not limited by the OPO
linewidth (4 – 11 cm 1), a portion of the spectrum (39 000 – 39 800 cm 1) was recorded
using a dye laser with a linewidth of ⇠0.05 cm 1 (ca. 100x narrower). Details of the laser
system and the measured spectra are included in the Supplemental Material65 (Fig. S7).
Spectra acquired using the OPO and the dye laser are almost identical with regard to peak
positions, intensities and bandwidths. Thus, the recorded spectrum reflects the properties
of the trapped pyridinium ions and is not influenced by the linewidth of the photon source.
The PD action spectra in Fig. 3 are surprisingly detailed and the energy di↵erences be-
tween many of the spectral features, e.g. B-A and A-D, are likely too low (< 100 cm 1) to
be attributed to harmonic normal mode frequencies. To assist with the interpretation, com-
plementary spectra were acquired using resonance-enhanced photodissociation spectroscopy
of N2 tagged pyridinium ions.
B. Resonance-enhanced photodissociation of pyridinium-N2 ions (Melbourne
experiment)
Fig. 4a presents the resonance-enhanced photodissociation spectrum for the N2-tagged
d0 pyridinium ion across the photon energy range 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 (270 – 220 nm), the
comparison to a simulated stick spectrum and assignments will be discussed later. When
compared to the spectrum in Fig. 3a, all of the previously identified features occur at almost
the same photon energies. Importantly, this verifies that the closely-spaced features in the
tagged case are unlikely to be due to intermolecular modes. The N2-tagged resonance-
enhanced photodissociation spectrum is generally less congested and the onset is sharper
than for the untagged species (Fig. 3a). Irradiation of the N2-tagged species also results in
-[N2+H2] photoproducts, and the PD action spectrum for this channel is shown in Fig. 4b.
The details in this spectrum line up with the features in Fig. 4a but the intensity profile is
closer to that of the untagged molecule in Fig. 3a. The photodissociation yield (i.e. loss
11
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FIG. 4. a) Electronic spectrum of the N2-tagged N -pyridinium weakly-bound dimer obtained by
monitoring the yield of the bare ion following ultraviolet irradiation. The experimental spectrum
is compared to a stick spectrum based on CASSCF(6,6)/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations and Franck-
Condon simulations. b) Photodissociation action spectrum of the N2-tagged N -pyridinium complex
monitoring the -[N2+H2] channel.
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of H2 or [N2+H2]) increases with photon energy for both the tagged and untagged species.
The suppression of the doublet in the spectrum of the tagged complexes (Fig. 4) compared
to the spectrum of untagged complexes (Fig. 3) is particularly notable. The presence of
the neutral N2 tag may subtly a↵ect the Huang-Rhys factors (and thus the transition line
strengths) of the states in the bending potential. It is expected that the neutral tag will
have a minor e↵ect on the band spacings and intensities but may lead to a uniform shift of
the spectral features. The first intense feature (A000 in Fig. 4) occurs at 38 532 cm
 1 in the
spectra of the N2-tagged complex and at 38 536 cm 1 in the spectra of the untagged ions
(Fig. 3). This di↵erence is less than the photon energy increment in this region (⇠15 cm 1)
and, within these experimental limitations, tagging a pyridinium ion with N2 does not result
in a significant bandshift.
C. Spectrum analysis
Two di↵erent approaches were used to simulate the vibronic absorption spectrum of the
N -pyridinium ion and assign the main features. Both approaches are summarized briefly here
and in detail in the following subsections. The first was a conventional normal-mode anal-
ysis in Cartesian coordinates at planar geometries using the results of CASSCF electronic-
structure calculations employing an active space comprising the six valence ⇡ orbitals (three
occupied, three unoccupied). The second method for simulating the vibronic spectrum
utilized TD-DFT electronic structures and a detailed normal-mode analysis in curvilinear
coordinates and at non-planar geometries.
The PD action spectrum of the N2-tagged N -pyridinium cation was presumed to cor-
respond to the vibronic absorption spectrum. This is likely to be the case because loss of
the weakly-bound tag N2 molecule should occur following either internal conversion from
the S1 state or fluorescence into ground state vibrational levels lying above the dissociation
threshold. As is apparent from the spectra shown in Figs. 3 and 4(b), the intensities of
the lower transitions are suppressed when PD spectra are recorded by monitoring channels
involving loss of H2.
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⌫1 ⌫6
FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the totally-symmetric (a1) ⌫1 and ⌫6 modes (Wilson notation)
of the N -pyridinium ion showing only the heavy nuclei (C and N). The arrows indicate the direction,
but not the magnitude, of displacement.
1. Franck-Condon analysis using Cartesian coordinates and CASSCF
electronic-structures
The electronic transition under consideration is of ⇡⇤  ⇡ character and is known, in the
condensed phase, to populate the 11B2 (C2v) state,16 which derives from the 11B2u state in
benzene. This band is a commonly observed feature in aromatic spectroscopy and appears
at around 260 nm for most six-membered aromatics68 and azabenzenes,19 including neutral
and protonated pyridine17,32 and N -methylpyridinium.67 Due to the ⇡⇤  ⇡ nature of the
transition, and because all of the ion’s valence electrons are constrained to covalent bonds,
an active space made up of the six valence ⇡ orbitals (three occupied, three unoccupied)
was chosen for the CASSCF calculations. In a recent study,67 similar calculations on the
N -methylpyridinium ion reproduced the main vibronic features present in the experimental
PD action spectrum. The CASSCF(6,6)/aug-cc-pVDZ method predicts a stable planar S1
excited state with an adiabatic excitation energy of 40 500 cm 1, which is 2000 cm 1 above
the first intense feature in the experimental spectrum. CASSCF energies are often higher
than experiment and this is commonly adjusted by the inclusion of electron correlation
through a perturbation theory correction to the MCSCF energy (e.g., CASPT2).
The room-temperature Franck-Condon absorption spectrum was simulated using the
PGOPHER program.47 Vibrational modes were successively included in the simulation in
order of decreasing calculated FC activity, until the simulated spectrum was no longer sig-
nificantly a↵ected. Normal modes were restricted to 5 quanta of excitation in each electronic
state. A total of four modes, all in-plane and totally-symmetric (a1) were included although
14
FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the N -pyridinium excited electronic state minimum structure
as predicted by the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ method. The annotated distances are the length
of the vectors normal to the ring plane.
the simulated spectrum is ultimately dominated by the two modes (⌫1 and ⌫6) represented
in Fig. 5. The simulated stick spectrum (based on the assigned ’A’ origin) is compared to
the experimental resonance-enhanced photodissociation spectrum in Fig. 4a; the calculated
transitions are labelled above the profile of the experimental spectrum. This simulation
supports the assignment of ⌫1 as the progression building mode and ⌫6 as responsible for the
second set of four peaks. These two modes account for most of the intense vibronic structure,
however, the doublet feature (’B’ in Fig. 3), the low-energy shoulder (’D’ in Fig. 3) and the
additional feature at A000 + 260 cm
 1 (’C’ in Fig. 3) are not predicted by this simulation.
It will be shown in the following section that the electronic excited-state minimum has a
non-planar geometry, contrary to these CASSCF predictions. Nevertheless, they serve as a
valuable starting point as they provide a bound excited state geometry that approximates the
initially-prepared Franck-Condon state. To understand the finer features of the spectrum,
further analysis is needed.
2. Franck-Condon analysis using internal coordinates and TD-DFT
electronic-structures
TD-DFT calculations employing the CAM-B3LYP functional and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis
set predict a planar ground electronic state but a significantly non-planar S1 excited state
minimum. The buckled geometry of this optimized excited electronic state is included in
the Supplemental Material65 described in terms of Cartesian coordinates (Section 6) and is
represented schematically in Fig. 6. This geometry involves significant pyramidalization of
the nitrogen atom to a distance 0.64 A˚ out of the ring plane and a puckering of the ring such
that the para-carbon is raised 0.13 A˚ above the ring plane. This valence isomer is reminiscent
15
of prefulvenic isomers formed in the deactivation of other aromatics including benzene21
and neutral pyridine17 and it will be shown that this displacement, and the corresponding
electronic potential energy landscape, may be responsible for the unassigned fine structure
in the experimental PD action spectra.
To approximate the ‘vertical’ Franck-Condon excited state geometry, the minimum energy
C2v structure was calculated by optimizing the geometry of a C2v symmetry-constrained ex-
cited state, leading to a second-order saddle point (Cartesian coordinates and normal modes
included in the Supplemental Material,65 Section 6) and a barrier to planarity of almost 2000
cm 1. The potential energy curve for this isomerization, shown in Fig. 7, was constructed
by interpolating between the optimized C2v geometry and the non-planar, prefulvenic ex-
cited state minimum in modified curvilinear coordinates (described in the Supplemental
Material,65 Section 7). The reaction coordinate represents the minimum energy C2v struc-
ture at 0% and the non-planar global minimum at 100%.
To construct an adiabatic potential energy surface that can be used to simulate the elec-
tronic spectrum, the reaction coordinate in Fig. 7 was first projected beyond the global
minimum structure to Q = QC2v +1.5(QCs  QC2v). Where Q is a set of normal coordinates
and QC2v and QCS are the normal coordinates of the C2v and global excited state minima
respectively. Because the potential curve is symmetric (a projection of  Q yields a pseu-
dorotation of Q), the potential energy surface was reflected about the origin to construct
the remaining half. The next step was to convert the length coordinate to a useful scale. As
previously described in Section III B, the curvilinear displacement of the excited state from
the C2v minimum to the global minimum was projected onto the b1 normal modes of the
excited state C2v minimum. The normal mode corresponding to nitrogen pyramidalization
comprised 91% of the displacement and the ring-puckering mode made up 8%. The dis-
placement vectors and contribution of each b1 normal mode is included in the Supplemental
Material,65 Table S1. Within this framework, the interpolated coordinate was rescaled to
give the dimensionless normal-mode projection shown in Fig. 8.
To calculate the energy levels for the potential in Fig. 8, a single-exponential function
was fitted to the data points where |Q| > 5, i.e. to the wall of the well. The potential
energy surface was then extrapolated to a wall-height of 105 cm 1 and the entire potential
was fitted by a 16th order polynomial. The vibrational wavefunctions were then expressed
as a linear combination of 100 Hermite polynomial basis functions; the eigenvectors were
16
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FIG. 7. Interpolated reaction coordinate for the isomerization of the electronically excited (S1)
N -pyridinium ion. The markers indicate single point energies calculated along the coordinate.
found to be unchanged when 60 functions were used, thus confirming that the calculation
had converged. The predicted pattern of energy levels is typical of a symmetric double-well
potential energy curve; the energy levels occur in pairs – symmetric (red) and antisymmetric
(blue) with respect to the coordinate Q – with the spacing between the levels of the pair
increasing as the top of the barrier is approached.69 In this case, the first three pairs of
energy levels are essentially degenerate and the splitting only becomes discernible near the
top of the well.
In order to simulate the absorption spectrum, the Duschinsky rotation matrix between
the planar (C2v) excited state and ground state minimum (included in the Supplemental
17
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FIG. 8. Dimensionless, normal-mode projected, double-well potential energy surface of the first
N -pyridinium excited electronic state.
Material,65 Fig. S8) was calculated, in rectilinear coordinates, and used to rotate the b1
displacement vector into the ground electronic state normal modes, from which the e↵ective
harmonic frequency of the ground state was calculated to be 627 cm 1. Fig. 9 shows the
adiabatic excited state surface and harmonic ground state overlaid with the TD-DFT tran-
sition electric dipole moments at each single point along the interpolation. It is apparent
that the predicted transition probability is high about the top of the planarity barrier and
that the states below the barrier are much less active in the absorption spectrum. This is
perhaps unsurprising given the large geometry change but indicates significant breakdown
of the Condon approximation [the transition moment can be considered the product of an
18
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electronic transition moment (µ) that is independent of nuclear coordinates and the square
of a vibrational overlap integral (Franck-Condon factor)]. In this scenario, the true origin
(000) transition is expected to be weak. As the displacements are defined in terms of normal
modes they can be used directly to evaluate vibrational overlap integrals and determine
Huang-Rhys factors. Table I reports the predicted transition electric dipole moments and
symmetries for transitions into each energy level of the double-well potential from the har-
monic ground state. Note that all allowed transitions involve even quanta changes (i.e. they
are transitions to symmetric levels).
The single-mode, adiabatic simulation predicts that transitions to the lowest six vibra-
tional levels will have negligible intensity. The transition probability increases sharply about
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TABLE I. Predicted energy levels of the b1 normal-mode projected excited state displacement and
the simulated transition electric dipole moments from a harmonic ground state. In bold are the
transitions responsible for the four dominant predicted spectral features.
Energya / cm 1 Symmetry |µ|2 / au
-1498 a1 0.0000
-1498 b1 0.0000
-977 a1 0.0000
-977 b1 0.0000
-507 a1 0.0002
-507 b1 0.0000
-122 a1 0.0348
-119 b1 0.0000
+53 a1 0.6097
+144 b1 0.0000
+257 a1 0.2280
+404 b1 0.0000
+566 a1 0.0741
+741 b1 0.0000
+931 a1 0.0212
+1132 b1 0.0000
+1345 a1 0.0053
+1586 b1 0.0000
+1802 a1 0.0012
+2046 b1 0.0000
+2299 a1 0.0002
+2561 b1 0.0000
+2832 a1 0.0000
a Relative to the S1 C2v minimum
the barrier to planarity (0 cm 1) before decreasing again and levels more than 1000 cm 1
higher in energy than the barrier of the double-well potential curve are essentially optically
inactive. The most intense spectral feature predicted by this simulation is a  ⌫˜ = ⇠200
cm 1 doublet at +53 and +257 cm 1. This is significant as it presents a rationale for closely-
spaced low-frequency doublet. Additional minor features are predicted 277 cm 1 lower in
energy and 411 cm 1 higher in energy from the centre of the doublet. Fig. 10 compares
the first set of four features from the (a) experimental N2-tagged PD action spectrum, (b)
the results of this single-mode simulation convoluted with 40 cm 1 full-width half-maximum
(FWHM) Gaussian functions and (c, d) equivalent simulations performed on mixed quar-
tic/quadratic potential energy functions optimized to reproduce the experimental energy
levels, discussed later. The intensity profile is similar for the first four features in the ex-
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perimental spectrum and the first four significant features in the simulation, however, the
absolute energies di↵er consistently by a factor of two. This double-minimum model provides
a rationalization of the low frequency spectral features that are not readily accommodated
using vibronic-coupling scenarios that are typically descriptive of aromatic molecular spec-
troscopy. However, the twofold factor in the energy spacings needs to be addressed. As a
check of the calculation, the predicted spacing between the first two a1 energy levels of the
interpolated potential (521 cm 1) should be close to the value of the harmonic TD-DFT
frequency of the b1 nitrogen pyramidalization mode for the non-planar S1 minimum (530
cm 1). As these two values are similar, 521 cm 1 and 530 cm 1, it indicates the two poten-
tials are in close agreement around the non-planar minimum. The nitrogen pyramidalization
normal mode for the non-planar S1 minimum is included in the Supplemental Material,65
Section 6.3.
The specification of the interpolated coordinate upon which the single point energies in
Fig. 7 are calculated is a rudimentary calculation, corresponding to an adiabatic scenario
with no simple parameters that can be fitted to the experimental data. Other vibronic cou-
pling and anharmonic interactions not considered here could account for these discrepancies,
and would need to be included in a comprehensive simulation. Therefore, it is possible that
the method employed above could overestimate the vibrational frequencies by a factor of
two. Variations between the interpolated potential energy coordinate in Fig. 8a and the
actual potential energy curve may also explain the di↵erence between the experimental data
and the simulation in Fig. 10b.
To explore whether the observed spectra features can be explained quantitatively by tran-
sitions to vibrational levels supported by a double well potential energy curve, we modelled
the potential as a mixed quartic/quadratic function of the form V = A(Q4 + BQ2) that
was optimized to reproduce the experimental eigenvalues in the Franck-Condon active re-
gion about the top of the barrier.69–71 This was performed in two ways. In the first case
(Case 1), the barrier height from the interpolated coordinate was fixed and the equilib-
rium geometry (i.e. the equilibrium Q value) was unconstrained. The resulting function
V = 0.3(Q4  160.3Q2), plotted in the Supplemental Material65 (Fig. S9a), exhibits minima
at Q = ±8.95 implying either a di↵erence in the mass of the coordinate or a minimum
structure that is further displaced from a planar geometry. This quartic potential was used
to simulate a Franck-Condon absorption spectrum according to the same formalism used
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previously. The major features predicted by this model (shown in Fig. 10c for the 000 and
610 bands) compare well to the observed spectral features. In a second case (Case 2), the
equilibrium Q value was fixed at Q = 5.2 (from the interpolated coordinate in Fig. 7) and
the barrier height optimized, yielding the function V = 0.4(Q4   54.08Q2) (Supplemental
Material65 Fig. S9b) with a lowered barrier height of 292 cm 1. The dominant spectral
features simulated using this quartic potential are also compared to experiment in Fig. 10d.
Both cases satisfactorily reproduce the experimental spectral features of the PD spectrum
in Fig. 10a. The first four features of the bare ion PD action spectrum compare well to those
of the N2-tagged species (Supplemental Material65 Fig. S10). The assignments presented in
Fig. 10 are tabulated with their peak positions in Table S4 in the Supplemental Material.65
It is obvious from Fig. 10 that a mixed quartic/quadratic potential energy function can
be used to satisfactorily simulate the main features present in the experimental spectrum
and, within this model, the hitherto unassigned features in the N -pyridinium electronic
spectra can be attributed to the activity of out-of-plane b1 modes (particularly nitrogen
pyramidalization) that are active in the isomerization from a planar excited state structure
to a prefulvenic one. A more detailed calculation should include additional vibronic coupling
interactions and diabatic electronic states (forgoing the interpolated coordinate).
D. Energy Scheme for Dissociation
It has been known for more than three decades that the gas-phase N -pyridinium ion
photodissociates through the loss of molecular hydrogen following ultraviolet irradiation.32
However, the only other electronic spectrum of which the authors are aware was recorded
at low resolution and exhibited no resolved vibronic structure.32 The spectra reported here
exhibit vibronic detail and reflect the bound nature of the excited state. This suggests that
the dissociation process may occur on the ground electronic state surface following internal
conversion (IC). The spectra where the N -pyridinium ion is photodissociated (Fig. 4b &
Fig. 3) have a more gradual onset than when the ion remains intact (Fig. 4a). This suggests
that the photodissociation yield increases with photon energy. This can be attributed to
either an increase in the IC rate or dissociation of more highly energised ground state ions
outcompeting collisional cooling (2.5 ⇥ 10 3 Torr Helium ! ⇠ 6 ⇥ 104 collisions·s 1). As
discussed in Section IVA, in comparison to the d0 and d1 spectra, the spectral features
22
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FIG. 10. Comparison between a) the experimental N2-tagged PD action spectrum in the vicin-
ity of the electronic origin, b) the absorption simulation using the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ
interpolated coordinate and c, d) the absorption simulations using the fitted quadratic potential
energy surfaces and associated electronic transition dipole moments. The simulated peaks are the
convolution of the predicted transitions with 30 cm 1 FWHM Gaussians.
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in the d5 spectrum are suppressed at low photon energies. Deuteration is know to greatly
decrease the rate of radiationless transitions72 and it has been shown that skeletal bending
and stretching vibrations are important participants in the internal conversion of aromatic
nitrogen heterocycles.73 This observation may be consistent with an IC-mediated process.
It is thus reasonable to propose that photodissociation occurs on the vibrationally-activated
ground electronic state surface following internal conversion.
Benzene is another aromatic compound that can photodissociate in the ultraviolet
through the loss of H2 and this is proposed to occur by a 1,2-hydrogen migration fol-
lowed by a 1,1-H2 elimination.74 N -pyridinium is isoelectronic to benzene and an equivalent
ground state intramolecular rearrangement was explored for the N -pyridinium ion using the
CBS-QB3 method. The potential energy diagram for the process is shown in Fig. 11.
The CBS-QB3 method predicts that the initial 1,2-hydrogen migration from the N -
pyridinium ion occurs through a forward barrier of 72 kcal mol 1 to form a structural isomer
60 kcal mol 1 higher in energy that is stablized with respect to the reverse reaction by 12
kcal mol 1. The H2 dissociation energy is predicted to be 28 kcal mol 1 higher in energy
than this intermediate and 88 kcal mol 1 from the global minimum. No barrier was located
for this final photodissociation process. As mentioned above, the 2-pyridinylium isomer is
confirmed to be the exclusive photoproduct channel by structurally-diagnostic ion/molecule
reaction kinetics (refer to the Supplemental Material65 Section 3). Production of the unob-
served N–H homolysis product is predicted to lie 121 kcal mol 1 above the global minimum.
The heterolysis/neutralization product, also not observed, is predicted to require 221 kcal
mol 1 for formation, 92 kcal mol 1 above the upper limit of the experimental photon energy
range (106 – 129 kcal mol 1). The potential energy diagram calculated within the same
scheme for the d5 ion is included in the Supplemental Material,65 Fig. S11, and predicts a
HD dissociation energy of 90 kcal mol 1.
V. CONCLUSION
Photodissociation action spectroscopy in the region 37 000 – 45 000 cm 1 (270 – 220
nm) was used to characterize the electronic spectrum of the N -pyridinium ion. Experiments
were performed on both ambient-temperature bare ions and cooler N2-tagged ions using two
di↵erent instrumental arrangements. It was found that, following ultraviolet irradiation, N -
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pyridinium photodissociates through the loss of molecular hydrogen, H2, to form exclusively
the 2-pyridinylium ion, a result confirmed by structurally-diagnostic ion/molecule reaction
kinetics. This dissociation is rationalized as proceeding on the ground state electronic surface
following internal conversion. The first vibronically resolved, gas-phase electronic spectra
are reported for the N -pyridinium ion and its C5H5ND+ and C5D5NH+ isotopologues. It was
found that the ground electronic state is planar while the excited state adopts a significantly
ring-buckled geometry. The vibronic detail in the electronic spectra is attributed to even
quanta transitions of out-of-plane b1 normal modes that are active in this deformation and
25
add to progressions in two totally-symmetric ring-deformation modes that are built o↵ a
weak origin arising from the non-planar minimum and consequent breakdown of the Condon
approximation.
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